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Faith Kimball

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants

of the

Town

Dummer, in
Town affairs:

of

the said State, qualified to vote in

the County of Coos in

are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hail in said Dummer on
Tuesday, the 10^ day of March, 2009 next at 6:45 of the clock in the

You

evening, to act
1.

upon

the following subjects:

To choose all necessary Town
(Vote by BaUot)

Officers

for

the

year

ensuing.

To see if the Town will vote to raise' and appropriate the sum
$143,429 for General Government.

4130

of

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

4.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
$18,200 for Public Safety and Health.
4215.01

of

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
4415
4419
4442
4449

Northern Health Services
Health Officer

309
100

Direct Assistance

Human

Services, Tri-County

CAP

Total

7,934

The Selectmen recommend
8.

9.

this appropriation.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
$8,650 for culture, recreation and conservation.

4520

Milan Recreation Department
Northern Forest Heritage Park

4550
4611

Library

sum

of

sum

of

500
500
7,500
150

Conservation Commission
Total

8,650

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
$15,000 to be added to the Truck Capital Reserve Fund.

The Selectmen recommend

10.

6,000
1,525

this appropriation.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000 to be hire an engineering consultant to coordinate repairs
to the West Dummer Bridge and to authorize the Selectmen to
accept grants for this purpose.

The Selectmen recommend
12.

To see

if

the

Town

this appropriation.

will vote to

adopt the propose ordinance

for

ATV's.

See page following Warrant.

13.

To transact any other business that may

legally

meeting.
Polls will be

open from

1

1:00

AM

to

7:00 PM.

come

before this

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

Given under our hands and seal, t±ie 9th day of February, in
year of our Lord, two thousand nine.

Board

of Selectmen

David G. Dubey

Christopher R. Holt

Allen

Wentworth

We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants
within named, to meet at the time and place and for the
purpose within mentioned, by posting up an attested

copy of the within Warrant at the place of meeting within
named, and a like attested copy at West Dummer Corner
being pubUc places in said Town on the 20^ day February,

Selectmen of

Dummer,

NH

2007.

t±ie

ATV

the

Ordinance

The operation of off-highway recreational vehicles (OHRV's) will be allowed on public roads
town of Duminer, except for NH State Route 16, NH State Route 10, and NH State Route lOA,

in

1

I

subject to the following conditions:

1

2.

The

OHRV

The

OHRV

license that

3.

must be registered

for operation in the State

must be operated by a person who holds
valid in the State of New Hampshire.

of New Hampshire.

a current

motor vehicle operator's

is

The speed of the

OHRV

must not exceed the posted speed

limit, or

25

MPH, whichever

is

less.

4.

The

headlight(s) and

5.

The

OHRV

right

6.

7.

8.

of

must be kept

way to

OHRVs

may

to the

of the

OHRV

must be kept on

at all times.

extreme right side of tJie road and the operator must yield the

vehicles approaching from any direction.

be operated on town roads only between the hours of 7:00

Snowmobiles may be operated,
recognized snowmobile trail.
Excepting the above,
laws, including

9.

tail light{s)

OHRV's

AM

and 10:00 PM.

subject to the above restrictions, within one mile of a

must be operated

NH RSA 2 15 - A:6

and

in

NH RSA

NH

accordance with applicable motor vehicle

21 5 - C:8.

Penalties for violation of this ordinance will be detennined

by the

court.

SELECTMEN'S REPORT - 2008

Wyman

stepped down as Selectman after ten years of service to the
and wisdom have been sorely missed, although Allen
Wentworth has proven to be a willing and capable board member. Brad and Craig
Doherty, who had earlier resigned his position as Town Moderator, were honored at this
In April,

town.

Brad

Brad's

experience

year's Strawberry Festival.

we resolved some old problems, encountered some new
work on some ongoing ones. We acquired a new truck, to enable
our Road Agent to continue to provide outstanding care of our town roads. The old truck
is being kept as a reserve for now, until the new truck is broken in. We will decide what
to do with the old truck later this year. On the advice of the Road Agent, we purchased
During the past year,

ones, and continued to

an extended

According

to

We

service.

v^^arranty to

cover the various computers and sensors

Donald, the small truck should be able

new

in the

truck.

provide a few more years of

are asking to increase our truck capital reserve contribution to $15,000 this

year, in anticipation of replacing the small truck in 4

A

to

section of the old

Route 110 was

-

5 years.

rebuilt last year,

and

this year's

budget includes $18,000 to complete another section.

This amount

than what has been appropriated in recent

we

reserve funds from

2007 and 2008

to

year's, as

make up

is

proposed

considerably

less

intend to use surplus capital

the difference.

For several years, we have been setting aside capital reserve funds for the bridge
on old Route 110. Differing opinions have been expressed about what should be done
with this bridge when the time comes, and that time is approaching rapidly. We have
received a quote from the state to replace the bridge. Even with the state picking up 80%
of the cost, the town's share is estimated at $215,000; more than twice the amount that is
presently in the capital reserve fund.

$15,000 for the bridge.

We

This year's proposed budget includes an amount of

plan to hire an engineering consultant to consider repairing,

instead of replacing this bridge, and

we

believe the state will reimburse

80%

of the

consultant's fees.

We

have also encountered some issues with the town buildings.

appropriated ftinds to provide insulation and other measures to

energy

mold

efficient.

After having this work done,

in several parts

this serious

problem

of the tovtn

hall,

we

discovered

Last year,

and there are several measures needed

in order to protect the health

of the people

we

make our buildings more
some dangerous types of

who

to resolve

use this building.

At one point, we considered shutting down the town hall while the necessary
were done. However, we were able to schedule some of the work while Mariann
was on vacation. During this time, the carpets in the basement offices, meeting room,
and hallway were removed and replaced with ceramic tile. In the near future, we need to
clean up mold and replace dr>^vall in the furnace room and we will need to install an air
filtering and exchange system to prevent a reoccurrence of this problem.
This year's
proposed budget includes funds for these measures, plus about $2,500 to extend the
repairs

ceramic

tile into

the bathrooms.

-9-

During 2008, we acquired computer equipment

allow for the majority of the

to

town's vehicle registrations to be completed with one stop

at

town

the

Mariann has

hall.

attended training sessions in Concord and has implemented this process smoothly.

Residents are reminded to bring their old registrations

Over

the years, as

when

they

come

in for renewal.

more and more functions become computerized, we have

acquired various items of equipment and tried to keep up with the times. At present,

have three computers

in the

town

office

and they don't always work well together.

proposed budget, we are requesting funds to replace one computer and
engage a consultant to help us to operate our system efficiently and effectively.
this year's

we
In
to

During the past year, the Selectmen have worked with the School Board, the
Planning Board, and the Cemetery Committee on a number of initiatives. The voters will
be asked to provide guidance on some of these initiatives at this year's town meeting.

The School Warrant includes an
schools.

schools

AREA

agreement
The purpose of this

the current

if

article that authorizes the

7-12

that allows our grade
article is to

town

to

withdraw from

students to anend Berlin

allow parents to send their children to other

they so choose, although they would be required to pay for any increased costs

As of this writing, the Selectmen are in favor of this article, as it allows parents
choose their children's schools without imposing any increased costs on the taxpayers.

involved.
to

The Planning Board sent out a survey and graciously allowed the Selectmen to
add a few questions. As a result, we have gone forward with plans to harvest wood from
two parcels of town-owned land located on Route 1 1 OA and on the Hawkins Road. We
plan to use the revenue from these projects to offset increases in this year's budget and

we hope

to

We

avoid any major increases in next year's tax

were also encouraged
on the town's roads.

gravel for use

and were offered an opportunity
to find a suitable

We

to lease land for this purpose, but
is

we have

needed. There

is

not been able

gravel available,

to where it will be used makes it impractical to make use of this
would be really helpful if we could find a supply of winter sand
we could access in this manner, and we will continue to look for this in the coming

resource
that

some land that could be used to supply
approached one of the town's largest landowners,

to look for

supply of the type of material that

but the cost of hauling

rate.

at present.

it

It

year.

The Selectmen were also asked to write an ordinance to allow some limited use of
vehicles and snowmobiles on town roads.
The ordinance was written,
submitted to the Local Government Center for review, and revised. A public hearing was

all

terrain

held on January 5, 2009.

on the

Some

residents spoke in favor of the ordinance and

The proposed ordinance is printed
warrant for this year's town meeting.

against h.

in this year's

-10-

town

some spoke

report and will be placed

We

we have

have started working with the Cemetery Committee, and

We

funds to address some long standing problems with our cemeteries.
resurvey the existing plots and establish a better system for marking

we would have
where they

to locate a

are needed.

comer markers

at the

new

requested

would

ones.

like to

Initially,

number of existing corner markers and provide some new ones
new lots would be increased to provide for

In the future, fees for

We

owners' expense.

plan to offset this year's expenses by

accessing the cemetery trust funds where possible.

Our

who

expenses increased again

legal

2008, mostly because of one landowner

in

The County Superior Court

continues to challenge our Zoning Ordinance.

ruled in

our favor early in the year. Subsequently, the landowner filed a lawsuit against the town

which was recently dismissed. The landowner has already appealed
State

Supreme Court, but our attorney believes we

will prevail in this

the dismissal to the

venue as

well.

During the year, the Selectmen had several meetings with representatives of
Noble Environmental Power, a company that plans to build a wind energy facility in the
area. The actual windmills would be built in unincorporated areas to our north, but the
primary access would be the Dummer Pond Road. In addition, some of the collection

and distribution

facilities are

forward according

planned to be located within our borders.

with several million dollars worth of taxable property

We

have considered

be good for the town.

minimum, and

to

welcome

to

keep lighting

we

believe

it

will

at their facilities to a

unspoiled wilderness, but

an opinion on

to express

we

believe the tradeoff to

this or

any other matter

is

to contact us.

we would

like to

boards and committees, and

town

goes

end up

Dummer Pond Road and the recreational
The proposal involves some placement of unsightly manmade

Anyone who wishes

In closing,

the

will

our town.

thank

all

of the people

energy during the past year. Our town depends on people

Dummer

we

avoid restricting access to the

in areas that are currently

be worthwhile.

in

proposal from a variety of angles, and

The company has agreed

opportunities in this area.

equipment

this

If the project

June of 2009, and

to plan, construction will start in

is

in

we

will continue to

need people

a great place to live, primarily because of

some

official capacity, or

even

if

you

neighbor once in a while, thank you.
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who have given their time and
who serve on a wide variety of

its

just

people.

to

fill

these positions.

So, whether you served

went out of your way

to help a

TOWN OF DUMMERL, NH

DUMMER TOWN MEETING MINUTES
MARCH
The Annual

Town Meeting was

held on

and the Warrant was read by Moderator,

1

To choose

March

(3

11,

2008. The polls were opened

all

at

at

1

1

:00

6:45 p.m.

Wayne Moynihan.

necessary town officers for the year ensuing as follows;

Name

Position

Selectmen

2008

the end of the meeting. The business meeting was opened

a.m. and closed at

Art.

11,

Votes

David G. Dubey

Years)

42

Diane Labbe

7

Oncil Croteau

2

David G. Dubey having the most votes was declared elected.
Supervisor of the Checklist (6 Years)

Treasurer

(1

Year)

Cemetery Sexton

(1

Year)

Library Trustee (3 Years)

Roberta French

51

Cassandra Tefft

50

Wayne

Molt

51

Pauline

McCullough

50

Rachel Holt

Pauline

McCullough having most votes was declared

Trustee of the Trust

Funds

(1

Kdward Solar having most votes was declared
(2)Planning Board (3 Years)

(3

elected.

Edward Solar

Year)

Diane

Cemetery Trustee

1

Years)

50

Hoh

1

elected.

Sarah Cordwell

50

Mariann Lctarte

51

Alta Holt

51

A motion was made by Carole Glover and seconded by Jennifer Miller to see if
town would modify the elderly exemption from property tax in the Town of Dummer.

Art. 2

the

based on assessed value, for qualified tax payers, to be as follows: for a person 65 years
of age up to 75 years. $25,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $35,000, for a

person 80 years of age or older, $45,000.

Hampshire resident for

at least three

To

qualify, the person

consecutive years,

12-

own

must have been a

New

the real estate individually or

jointly, or if the real estate is

married for

at least

owned by such

income of not more than $20,000
$30,000; and

own

person's spouse, they must have been

three consecutive years. In addition, the taxpayer
or, if

a net

assets not in excess of $50,000, excluding the value of the person's

Diane Holt made a motion for a person 65 years of age up

residence.

must have

married, a combined net income of not more than

75 years,

to

$30,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $40,000, for a person 80 years of

age or older, $50,000. Seconded by Julie Glover.

A

Art. 3

motion was made by Brad

appropriate the

Expenses,

it

sum of

1

Wyman

It

was

and seconded by David Dubey to

19.678. Brad explained that a mistake under

should have been $8,000.

It

was

raise

and

Computer Related

so voted.

A motion

Art. 4.

appropriate the

was made by Betty Hawkins and seconded by Jill Dubey to raise and
sum of $10,000 for property revaluation. This will be added to the

previously established non-lapsing appropriation per
until

so voted.

December 2009.

A

Art. 5.

It

RSA

32:7,

VI and

will not lapse

was so voted.

motion was made by Jennifer Miller and seconded by Robert Loven

and appropriate the

sum of $1 8,100

for Public Safety

and Health.

It

was

was made by Brad Wyman and seconded by David Dubey
sum of $89,126 for Highways and Streets. It was so voted.

A motion

Art. 6.

appropriate the

A

Art. 7.

A

A

for Sanitation.

It

was so

to raise

voted.

motion was made by Mariann Letarte and seconded by Robert Loven

and appropriate the

Art. 9.

sum of $55,524

sum of $4,525

for Health

&

Welfare.

It

and

to raise

motion was made by Christopher Holt and seconded by Robert Loven

and appropriate the

Art. 8.

to raise

so voted.

was

to raise

so voted.

motion was made by Christopher Holt and seconded by Robert Loven

and appropriate the sum of $ 0,700 for culture, recreation and conservation.
1

It

to raise

was

so

voted.

Art. 10.

A motion

was made by Robert Loven and seconded by Jill Dubey to raise and
sum of $15,000 to be added to the Truck Capital Reserve Fund and to
Selectmen to draw up to $105,000fro said fund for purchase of a new truck

appropriate the
authorize the
to replace the

Art.

1

1

.

A

1991 International.

motion was made by

and appropriate the
capital reserve

It

was so

Loma

sum of $40,000

to

voted.

Stiles

and seconded by Elizabeth Ruediger

to raise

be added to the road repair and reconstruction

fund and to appoint the Selectmen as agents to e.xpend from

this fund.

It

was so voted.
Art.

12.

A

motion was made by Robert Loven and seconded by Christopher Holt

and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be added to the West
reserve fund previously established (4915.04).

13-

It

Dummer

was so voted.

to raise

Bridge capital

Art. 13.

resolve:
fair.

A motion was made by Mariann Letarte and seconded by Elizabeth Ruediger to
We the citizens of Dummer, NH believe in a New Hampshire that is just and

The property

tax has

become

unjust and unfair. State leaders

no new taxes perpetuate higher and higher property taxes.

We

who

call

take a pledge for

on our State

Representatives, our State Senator and our Governor to reject the "Pledge/' have an open

discussion covering

all

options, and adopt a revenue system that lowers property taxes.

was so voted.
Art. 14

To

transact any other business that

may

legally

come

before this meeting.

plaque was given to Betty Hawkins to honor her devoted years of service.

A

motion was made by Roberta French and seconded by

adjourn the meeting.

It

was so

voted.

Respectfully submitted,

Mariann Letarte,

Town

Clerk

14-

Jill

Dubey

at

8:32 p.m. to
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TOWN OF DUMMER
Dummer, New Hampshire

AUDITED SUMMARY STATEMENTS
OF ANGELA JEWETT, TAX COLLECTOR
FOR THE PERIOD FROM JANUARY 1, 2007,

THROUGH MARCH 3

1

,

2007

Crane & Bell, pllc
Certified Public Accountants
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TOWN OF DUMMER
Dummer, New Hampshire

REPORT OF EXAMINATION OF THE ACCOUNTS
AND RECORDS OF ANGELA JEWETT, T.A>: COLLECTOR
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Schedules of Account Activity for the period from January

I,

2007, through

March

31,

2007

A

-

Summary of Tax Warrants
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Schedules

-

Summarj' of Tax Lien Accounts

3

Schedule
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CRANE

Five Middle Street

Lancaster,

(5BELL

NH 03584

603.788.4928
Fax 603.788.3830
Call

^ta-'^CERTlflED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

craneandbellcpas.com

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

To the Board of Selectmen,
Dummer, New Hampshire:

We have audited the accompanying summary statements of tax
the period from January

Tax

Collector.

1,

Our responsibility

is

to express

an opinion on these statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with U.S.
standards require that

summary

warrants and tax lien accounts for

2007, through March 31, 2007. These statements are the responsibility of the

we plan and perform

generally accepted auditing standards. Those

the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the

statements of tax warrants and tax hen accounts are free from material misstatement.

includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the

statements of tax warrants and tax hen accounts.

used and significant estimates
presentation.

fairly, in all

audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
as well as evaluating the overall

summary

in

statement

Tax Collector

for the period

from January

1,

conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.

Ca^:^-^^^
19,

summary

statements of tax warrants and tax hen accoimts referred to above

material respects, the activity of the

through March 31, 2007

November

audit

We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the

present

An

made by management,

An

summary

2007

-21-

C

PLLC

2007,

SCHEDULES OF ACCOUNT ACTIVITY

FOR THE PERIOD FROM JANUARY

THROUGH MARCH 31, 2007

-22-

1,

2007

Schedule

TOWN OF DUMMER

A

Dummer, New Hampshire

ANGELA JEWETT, TAX COLLECTOR
SUMMARY OF TAX WARRAI^S
FOR THE PERIOD FROM JANUARY 2007, THROUGH MARCH 3
1

,

1

,

2007

Levies of

2007

2006 and Prior

DEBITS
Uncollected taxes

-

January

I,

2007

Property taxes

S

Land use change

51,152

taxes

Yield taxes

101

Utilities

Interest

and penalties

Taxes committed during

this period

Property taxes

Land use change

53,984
taxes

Yield taxes
Utilities

Interest

and penalties

collected on delinquent taxes

Total debits

$

-23-

106,064

Schedule

Levies of

2007

7.006 and Prior

CREDITS
Remittance

to

Treasurer
$

Property taxes

33,324

Land use change taxes
Yield taxes
Utilities

Interest

827

and penalties

Abatements
Property taxes

Land use change taxes
Yield taxes
Utilities

Uncollected taxes

-

March

SI,

2007
71,812

Property taxes

Land use change taxes
101

Yield taxes
Utihties

S

Total credits

See accompanying report.
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106,064

A

TOWN OF DUMMER

Schedule

Dummer, New Hampshire

ANGELA JEWETT, TAX COLLECTOR

SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FOR THE PERIOD FROM JANUARY 1, 2007, THROUGH MARCH 31, 2007

Levies of

2QM

2005

Prior

DEBITS
Unredeemed
Tax

lien

Interest

taxes

-

January

1

,

2007

4,160

$

1,596

executed during period

182

and costs

Total debits

251

4,342

$

1,847

1,862

$

1,039

CREDITS
Remittances

to

Treasurer

Redemptions and other
Interest

credits

and costs

182

251

.298

557

Abatements of unredeemed taxes

Unredeemed

taxes

-

March 3 1 2007
,

$

Total credits

See accompanying report.

-25-

4,342

$

1,847

B

RECEIPTS

26-

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
4133

Total

4140

•

Executive

Wages

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
4191

•

Planning &

Zoning

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

4196lnsurance
4196.01 Workers Compensation
1,074.00

Primex

4196.04

Liability

2.416.00

Primex
Total

4,120.00

4196lnsurance

41990ther General Government
Faulkenham, Bruce

Total

273.52

Godfrey, Reginald

1,053.00

McLaughlin, Robert

1,276.07

41990ther General Government

-30-

2,602.59

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
4200

•

Public Safety

TOWN OF DUMMER. NH
4300-Highway & Streets
431

1

Administration
Health Trust

Total 4311- Administration

4312Highway Maintenance

11.781.79

11.781.79

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
4320Sanitation
4323 Solid Waste Collection
•

Milan Excavating Inc.

Total 4323

4324

•

•

Solid

Waste Collection

4324

31,195.80

Waste Disposal

Solid

AVRRDD
Total

31.195.80

•

Solid

AVRRDD-Mt. Carberry
Waste Disposal

4,584.19
13,053.86

48,850.85

4400-Health
441 5-Health Agencies

&

Hospitals

Northern Health Services

Total

4415

•

Health

309.00

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

4550

•

Library

Dummer

Public Library

Ruediger, Elizabeth

Total 4550Library

6,750.00
1,440.00
8,190.00

4600Conservation
4611Coservation Administration

NHACC

150.00

Total 4611-Coservation Administration

^3

1

o-

1

rans.

i

150.00

o oapitai r^eserve runa

4915.01 Road

40,000.00

4915.03 Truck

15,000.00

4915.04 Bridge

10,000.00

Total 4915Trans.

To

Capital Reserve

Fund

65,000.00

4930Payments

to Other Governments
4931 Taxes Assessed for County
Bisson, Donald M, Treasurer

179,108.00

4933Local Educati on Taxe Assessed
Total

4930Payments

Dummer

School

District

446,398.00

to Other

Governments

625,506.00

-34-

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH
6560Payroll Expenses

Printed

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For the Municipality of

DEBITS

UNCOLLECTED TAXES AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE YEAR*

TAX COLLECTOR

Y ear Ending

From Archives

Printed

TAX COLLECTORS REPORT
For the Municipality of

CREDITS
REMITTED TO TREASURER

TAX COLLECTOR

Year Ending

From Archives

Printed

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For the Municipality of

DEBITS

UNREDEEMED & EXECUTED
LIENS

TAX COLLECTOR

Year Ending

From Archives

TREASURER'S REPORT

REPORT OF TRUST AND CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
^

:iQ^:¥^>{M

Please insert the

Town/City Of 0)1

^

:

m

ALL funds here

For Year Ended: .^CjoI^

^r~

rv>

total of

CERTIFICATE
This

is

official

to certify that the information contained in this report

records and

is

correct to the best of our

was taken

knowledge and

Signed by the Trustees

X.

z^..-.

.,,,

on

)¥rJ'y l.n,n,,oHcVr

Print

this

date

from

belief.

/

of Trust

Funds

//(g//)9

and sign

REMINDERS FOR TRUSTEES
1.

SIGNATURES

2.

INVESTMENT POLICY

this policy at least

-

Print

and sign on
-

annually.

lines provided above.

RSA 31 :25 requires the trustees to adopt an investment policy and review and confirm
A copy of this policy must be filed with the Director of Charitable Tmsts (RSA 31 :25,

34:5, 35:9).

3.

PROFESSIONAL BANKING AND BROKERAGE ASSISTANCE- RSA 31 :38-a

professional banking or brokerage firm assist you
information. Attributable

enables you

to

have a

performing your trustee duties. Refer to the law for further

in

expenses may be charged against the

trust fund involved,

however, please be advised the

fees can be taken from income only and not from principal.
4.

WEB SITE - A trustee handtxxjk can

be down loaded from the web

site for

the Attorney General's Charitable

Trust Division, www.dc^.nh.gov/charitabie
5.

FAIR

VALUE -

information
6.

Fold

may be

and complete page 4

to disclose ttie fair value

(market value) of principal only. This

obtained from financial publications or from your professional banker or broker.

CAPITAL RESERVE FUND - Must
(RSA 35:9).

t)e

kept

in

a separate account and not intermingled with any other funds of

the municipality

7.WHEN and WHERE TO FILE - By March

1

If

filing

See addresses on page 4 of this form.
administrator will also need a copy for the school's
fiscal year.

If

calendar year and by Septemtier 1 if filing for optional
you hold funds for the school, the school business

for a

financial report.

FOR DRA USE ONLY
New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration

State of

Municipal Services Division

PO Box 487, Concord,
(603)271-3397

NH 03302-0487
MS-9
Rev. 07/08
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FOR YEAR ENDING 2008

Library Report

It

was another

2008-2009
great year at the library.

We

are

still

breaking

our

in

new computer with

high

speed internet access and equally adding materials to our Resource Mate catalogue system.

We

have had

our

terrific

a lot of

wonderful donations to the

who

patrons

library this year

and

give to the library collection as well as those

I

would

who

like

to thank

all

of

use the library as

their literary connection.

We

have added new materials ranging from the Twilight

everything

in

between. Due to the interest

biographies for John McCain and Barack Obama.

As part of the

power

Christian lifestyles and the

purchased books on

series to

A

Brief History of

of Islam

political social

in

members

continue to be

Hampshire and new

we

will

November, we

host
will

Abraham

soil

New Hampshire
in

Humanities Council.

March 2009. Our

Lincoln as a prelude to our

celebrate Thanksgiving with one of

first

The

New

presenter

library has applied to

will

be Calamity Jane.

Summer Reading Program.

New

have

I

and beyond.

of the Junior Library Guild, Arts Alliance of Northern

for 2009:

host a Living History Series beginning
In July,

spectrum,

the modern world and the

cause and effect of war on every generation from those fought on our

We

Time and

we have added

the past presidential election,

in

Hampshire's famous

In

citizens:

Sarah

Josepha Hale.
2008's

Summer Reading Program was themed

down under through books and
Australia and

New Zealand

a live

"G'day for Reading".

presentation by Lauren Letourneau

the Aboriginal inhabitants and the colorful

back and enjoy a good book

Our

traditional Harvest

in

art,

2009 with

Soup Supper

in

and

"local celebrity". Dick has written a

the

late,

was

filming

all.

again a great success.

his lovely wife,

telling of his

On Golden Pond

traveled to

summertime and the reading

November was

book

who

learned about the indigenous wildlife,

music and culture shared by

"It's

fortunate to have local author, Dick Sutton and

great actor

We

with "Up with People".

kick

We explored the land

in

New

Get ready to
is

We

easy".

were

Jeannie as our "resident author"

days driving for Henry Fonda

Hampshire.

It

was

a

when

wonderful

evening with family, friends and great food.

Thanks to the Friends of the
of volunteers.

You

Dummer

collectively

make

Public Library, our terrific trustees and our fabulous

this clock tick

Elizabeth Ruediger

Librarian

-43-

and

I

am

grateful.

crew

TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

DUMMER PUBLIC LIBRARY
2008

PROPOSED BUDGET

Salary

2,500.00

Heat

2,500.00

600.00

Electricity

Building

(Town)

Maintenance

Phone

500.00

Internet

(Town)

Insurance

(Town)

Summer Reading Program

NH

:

250.00

Humanities Council

2009

Living History Series

600.00

Misc.

Expenses (books,

600.00

supplies, etc.)

$7550.00

Total

-44-

Milan

& Dummer Ambulance Service

2008 we had some of our equipment stolen from the ambulance that was in the
The insurance paid for the replacement of stolen items and we were up to
date as required by state rules and our needs. We still need our ambulance to better
serve our communities. Again without our service injured and sick people have to wait
Ehiring

town

building.

When they are not available due to
may take over an hour to respond. We have 6 active
members on the Milan & Dummer Ambulance Service and 4 members when in the area
will help with calls. With the members this year we have been able to respond to more
for

backup service from Berlin or Gorham EMS.

their greater

demands

other services

calls.

The Milan
calls.

On 3

& Dummer Ambulance Service responded to 25 calls out of a total of 52

of the other

transport patients, as

calls

two

one member responded but another service was called

to

EMTS are required to staff an ambulance.

Finally after about 1 8 months Medicare accepted our application for re-enrollment
and as of the first of 2009 we started receiving money. The appropriations will be the
same for 2009 from each town and hopefiilly by takijig more calls in 2009 and gaining
more EMT members these appropriations can be reduced for 2010.

We are always looking for registered EMTS or people interested in becoming EMTS
& Dummer Ambulance Service. We depend on volunteers to serve our

with the Milan

communities health needs. Volunteers are harder
Director

I

am

to find for our

ambulance

service.

As

sending out a plea once again to our communities for people able to help

injured and sick people to please become an EMT. We cannot afford to loose our
ambulance service. Helping people with medical needs gives our attendants great
satisfaction and a good feeling as a helpfiil volunteer.

/^
D

RespectfiiUy
especmiiiy ^uDmitteo,
Submitted,

Peter Roberts

Director Milan

«
I]

—

/>
f

/

Ti

T\

Paul Prouty

& Dummer Ambulance

Assistant Director Milan

-45-

& Dummer Ambulance

Northern
J^
HUmSn services

j^^ Mental Health Center & Founders
Riverside Cdnrtyards.

;)

Twellth Slieet.

lieriin

\H

ii:;!">7il

•

iilU-:r):i-?4(H

•

November 19,2008

Chairman

&

Members of the Board

Dummer Board

of Selectmen

Road

Hill

Dummer.

NH

Dear

Chaimiaji and

N4r.

03588

Human

Northern

Members

Services'

of the Board:

The Mental Health Center

in

Berlin (formerK Androscoggin

Valley Mental Health

&

Dummer continue

support of this agency through an appropriation in the amount of

its

Developmental Services) respectfully requests

2009 Town Meeting. This amount represents

S30'^.00 at the

that the I'own

of

a $1 .00 per capita contribution

based on figures from the most recent census. These funds will be used exclusively

for the

support of outpatient services provided through The Mental Health Center.

Over
li\

the past 42 years this agency has provided mental health sen'ices to hundreds of people

ing.

working, raising families and going

to

school

.Androscoggin Valley area.

in the

Outpatient mental health services are not funded by state or federal dollars. They arc

expected

to support

themsehes through

client fees, third-party insurance

through local support such as contributions from towns,
to

make

these services affordable to

to the recipient's ability to pay.

all

persons

in

cities

In

order

need of tliem. fees are adju.sted according

Your present and past appropriations have enabled us

follow this practice and your support this year will assure

its

backbone of our community's mental health

sen'ices as the

payments, and

and the United Way.

continuance.

efforts

We

to

see these

and as essential

in

the

pre\ention of more serious emotional, social and communin. problems.

We

fully appreciate the pressures, financial, social

communities are experiencing

at this time.

and emotional,

increase in persons seeking our services at a time in

which

there has

Please advise

appears

in the

me

to

of our local

in a significant

been severe erosion of

More than ever we need your

the health insurance base supporting providers such as us.

ongoing assistance

that all sectors

These pressures are resulting

continue to provide your citizens with the care they are seeking.

as to what, if an\. additional steps

warrant.

I

would be happy

to

come

I

need

to take to insure that this item

before you and/or the Budget Committee

www.Nnrtheriil lS.org
HKKI.IN

•

COLERROOK

•

CONWAN'

•

GROVETON

•

LANCASTER

•

-46-

UNCOLN

•

LITTLETON

•

WOLKtBORO

•

Hall

1-ax (,(i:i-7,=i2-Sl'M

WOODSVILLE

Dummer Board of Selectmen
11/19/08

Page 2

to

more

and to respond to any questions
and the services provided by this agency

fully discuss this request

regarding

it

On behalf of the Dummer residents we

serve,

I

Charles P. Cotton

Area Director

-47-

you might have

thank you in advance for your consideration

of this request.

CPC/est

that

c^e:
'\

North Country Elder Programs

t

^

Senior Meals/Senior Centers - Alzheimer's Health Care Services ~ ServiceLink

^^^

THComtyCarsnuity Action Pracpam, kc

2009

January

9,

Town

of

Dummer

Attn:

Board

of

Selectmen

Road
Dummer, NH 03588

75

Hill

Dear Board

On
amount

of

of

Selectmen:

behalf of North Country Elder Programs, would like to respectfully request funding in the
$250.00 for the Senior Meals Program to be included in the upcoming Town of Dummer
I

budget process.
1, 2007 to June 30, 2008 (Fiscal Year 2008) we served
373 congregate meals and 939 home delivered meals. The Senior Meais
Year 2008 prepared and served 140,676 meals county-wide to senior citizens in

During the time period of July

Dummer

residents

Program in Fiscal
need of nutritional assistance.

The
the

same

cunrent

need

Dummer for senior meals

in

trend as the population continues to

the Senior Meals Program.
socialization

The many

is

evident and

nutritional

is likely

to continue

on

assistance offered through

benefits received by the residents of

Dummer

one of
a hot,
activities and
is

participants at the congregate site receive not only

and personal growth as

nutritious meal, but opportunities to interact with their

On

services

age and require

peers through volunteering, social

home-bound individuals receive nutritious meals delivered
is the participants only
directly to their home by the Meals on Wheels delivery team, and oftentimes,
is, therefore, vital that the needs of this frail population be met with
contact with the community.
support from their local friends and neighbors.
one on one

contact.

the

flip-side,

it

It

The Town

Dummer's past support for this community-based program has been greatly
welcome your questions and comments pertaining to this request for funding.
administrative offices at 752-3010, Monday through Friday, and I'd be glad to speak

appreciated and

Please

call

the

of

I

with you.

Again, thank you for your consideration and past support.

Respectfully,

'0Z.
Patricia Stolte, Director

North Country Elder Programs

610

Sullivan St.

-

Berlin,

NH 03570 -

phone: 603-752-3010 ~

-48-

fax:

752-2803 ~ web: www.tccap.org

X

CASA
1

Appc.nttd Sacc

Ol

August 27. 2008

Adv.

FOR CHILDREN

NEW HAMPSHIRE
800.6260622

Wyman

A. Bradford

Chairmaji, Board of Selectmen

Town

of Dummer

75 Hill Road
BOARD

DIRECTORS

of

W

frodenck

NH

Dummer,

Urtz

03588

Dear Mr. Wyman,

CHAIRMAN
Lovallee/Breiisingfr
Archrtects

Please accept our sincere thanks for generously supporting Court Appointed Special

M

Sylvester

Wrenn

IMMEDIATE PAST

Advocates (CASA) of NH.

CHAIRAMN

assistance of Towns like

Wrenn

We respectfully request your consideration
of NH

CASA

CHAIRMAN

NH

Bedford,

is a

for funding in

your 2009 budget.

statewide, private and not-for-profit organization dedicated to

recruiting, training
Don Callaghan,

Esq.

and supervising volunteers who advocate for the best interests of
in New Hampshire's courts. Children who come to the

abused and neglected children

SECRETARY

attention of the courts as a result of abuse or neglect are required by federal and state

Devinc.J/illiniet

&

your partnership and recognize that with the
are changing the lives of children for the better.

Donovan

Nigel

VICE

Canstruction

We value

Dummer we

PA

Brcinch,

law to have a guardian ad litem (GAL). Historically, attorneys have
Chorles Goodwin

JP

W

Since

Adams

1

989,

CASA

volunteers have effectively filled this role and have

become a

powerful voice for 6,168 of New Hampshire children. Volunteers have the support of a

Morgan Chase

Home

of

unfortunately limits the fime these individuals can spend on any one case or child.

NH

Mcnchesler,

Joiin

filled the role

guardian ad litem in these cases at a significant cost and with large caseloads, which

TREASURER

Finance

dedicated staff person to help guide them through the complexities of these cases.
Henry Bouchord,

Jr

CIC

HH

Bedford.

In
TcttQi-.v

WMUR

Coos County

last year,

Eddy

TV

-

neglected children.

ABC9

26 cases were open

CASA

Family Court, involving 47 abused and

in

volunteers help ensure that children's needs are met and

services provided to facilitate safe reimification with biological families

Suzorine Figueroo-Ricf>
Crtia-ns

18

Bonk

In cases

where reunification cannot take place, the

that another safe

Poul Harrington

and permanent home

is

CASA

when

possible.

volunteer works to ensure

located.

Ronicin Corholic Church

Diocese of Monclwster

We respectfiilly request consideration

for inclusion in

your 2009 budget

in the

amount

Eleanor MacLellon, Esq.
Siitlowuv

&

of $500. Your support

Hollis

impact abused and neglected children

will directly

in

your

community. Together we can break the cycle of violence.

Fronds P Rich
JP, Sallivan
Bedford,

UN

For additional information, please
Greg Tuntms
Edward Jones

Presi dent

Morcia R.

and

call

626-4600.

And

thank you so

much

for past

support.

Sincerely

CEC

SinI'

L^MocSoLdrUijt)
Marcia R. Sink, President and

BERLIN (603) 752-9670

DOVER PC

Box 205. Dover,

MANCHESTER PC

NH

COLEBROOK PC

03821 (603) 617-7115

Box 1327, Manchester,

CEO

NH 03105

KEENE

(603) 626-4600

-49-

NH 03576

Box 24, Colebrook,
39 Central Square,

PLYMOUTH 25B

Room

(603) 237-841

303, Keene,

Highlond

Street,

NH

03431 (603) 358-4012

Plymouth,

NH 03264

(603) 536-1663

TRI'COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION

PROGRAM Inc.
&

Serving Coos, Carroll
30!Exchange

Januan'

Grafton Counties

•

•

Fax:(603)752-7607

2009

7.

Dummer

NH 03570

(603)752-7001 • Toll Free: 1-800-552-4617
Website: http/Awwwtccap org • E-mail: admin@tccap.org
Executive Director Lawrence M. Kelly

street, Berlin,

Selectmen

75 Hill Road
DuiTimer,

NH

03588

Dear Selectman:
Tri-County Community Action

Dummer to

help support

field services

arm of the

is

requesting $875.00 in funding from the TovvTi of

Community Contact Program. Community Contact
Tri-County CAP. Our purpose is to assist low-income,
its

is

the

-

elderly

to solve problems and meet their physical and financial needs.
by providing information, counseling, referrals, budget counseling,
guidance and organizational assistance and by effectively linking households with CAP
assistance programs and using community resources.

and handicapped persons

We accomplish

Below

is

a

this

breakdown of assistance

Dummer residents

over the

that the

CAP Community

Contact office provided to

last vear:

HOUSEHOLDS

DOLLAR AMOUNTS

Fuel Assistance 2006-2007

7,747.34

Weatherization 2006-2007

2,956 00

Food Pantry
(Average 2 households{g
month over the program year)

Electric

Assistance 2006-2007

TOTAL

10

4,32000

31

15,023.34

Weattienzation

Administration

Community Contact

(603)752-7105

(603)752-7001

(603) 752-3248

Big BrotfietB/BIg Sisters

Youth Alternatives/

RSVP

(603) 752-7770

Court Diversion

(603) 752-«103

(877)905-4573

(603)752-1872

Energy Programs
(603) 752-7100

Housing, Economic

Community Dev
(603) 752-7001

-50-

(

Community Contact provides necessary

services for the less fortunate citizens in our

to seek help from the town. We are depending
who would
communities countywide. The local funds
neighboring
town
and
your
from
upon funding
are combined with the Community Services Block Grant. Fuel Assistance and NH
Emergency Shelter Grant, Homeless Program and FEMA. We also are the conduit

othen\'ise

communities,

through which the

USDA

Surplus food gets distributed to food pantries, including our

own. throughout Coos County
If

have

in order to serve

you have any questions, please don't

hesitate to give

Sincerely^
/I

Cindy Baillargeon
Berlin

our residents.

Community Contact Manager

-51-

me

a call

at

752-3248.

North Country Council, Inc.
& Economic

Regional Planning Commission

The Cottage

the

at

Development

District

Rocks

107 Glessner Road

Bethlehem, New Hampshire 03574
(603) 444-6303 FAX: (603) 444-75S8
E-mail; nccincfamccouncil.org

December

17,

2008

Dummer Board

of Selectmen/NCC Rep
Road
Dummer, NH 03588

75

Hill

Dear Selectman,
is well underway and as town meeting approaches, towns are requesting the
North Country Council Annual Report and the statement of the 2009 Annual Dues.

As the budget season

am happy to inforni you that
changes to the town's dues.
I

This year's computation of

In

these tough economic times, North Country Council

Dummer's dues

is

$338.46.

is

making no

(Invoice attached)

We try to keep this
have also attached North Country Council's Annual Town Report for 2008.
We hope that gives you an
it can be included in your town report.
Your dues
understanding of the programs and projects that North Country Council is working on.
are used to support these programs and to provide a match for the state and federal funds that we
Without your support many of these programs would not be possible.
receive for these activities.
We hope we can continue to count on your support and that you will utilize our services and
I

bnef and to one page so

participate

I

in

the

many

it

projects that

expect that the year 2009

services and programs that

will
all

we

are involved with

in

the North Country.

be a very productive and busy year and hope
need of.

of our communities are in

Again, thank you for your support.

-52-

that

we can

provide the

ANDROSCOGGIN VALLEY REGIONAL REFUSE DISPOSAL DISTRICT
ANNUAL REPORT OF DISTRICT ACTIVITIES

2008

Budget apportionment for our member municipalities totaled S467,000. A
2007 budget was used to reduce apportionments with a net budget of
SI 12,489.44 being billed to the member municipalities. The proponionate share of the credit for the Town
of Dummer was S4,306.19 reducing your gross apportionment of $7,078.24 to $2,772.05. Preliminary
reconciliation of the 2008 budget shows a surplus of approximately $271,152.28 being available to credit

The

AVRRDD 2008

surplus of $354,510.56 from the

toward 2009 apportionments.

Our Materials Recycling Facilit\' marketed a total of 1,674.40 tons of recyclables, for the period
2008 through December 31, 2008, representing $142,132.63 of marketing income to the District.

Januar}'

1.

For calendar year 2008, our Transfer Station received 2.605 deliveries from District residents for a
of 724.26 tons of bulky waste and construction and demolition debris. In addition, our 232
commercial accounts delivered 357.07 tons of bulky waste and construction and demolition debris and
1,130.18 tons of wood. Recycling at the Transfer Station consisted of 2.037.39 tons of wood that was

total

processed through a grinder, 189.93 tons of scrap metal. 256.55 tons of leaf and yard waste and 121.20 tons
of brush which was chipped with the District owned chipper. In addition. 363 refrigerators/air
conditioners: 391 propane tanks; 4,534 tires; 16,294 feet of fluorescent bulbs: 362 pounds of ballasts and
42.81 tons of electronics were recycled.

which was used

in

totaled $26,355.87.
District,

by

FERCO

The

was

also received 2.235 gallons of waste oil

from our residents

oil

Recycling.' Inc. of Berlin.

Election of officers
Jefferson

We

furnace to heat the recycling center. Transfer Station recycling income
Recycling Center and Transfer Station are operated, under contract with the

our waste

was held at the District Annual Meeting in April 2008: Linda Cushman of
Yves Zomio of Gorham was re-elected Vice Chairman and Clara

re-elected Chairman;

Grover of Errol was re-elected Secretan^ -Treasurer. Other District Representatives are: Raymond Hoh of
Dummer, David Tomlinson of Randolph, Richard Lafleur of Berlin, Paul Grenier for the Coos County
Unincorporated Places, Erik Gagne of Milan, Winston Hawes of Northumberland and George Bennett of
Stark.

In June, the District

conducted

Day. The collection was held
project

its

seventeenth annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection

Transfer Station with 265 households participating. The
Household Hazardous Waste Fund with a $15,000 pa>inent from
assessment was made to the District communities. In addition, a

at the District

was funded through the

District

the Mt. Carberry Landfill Budget.

No

grant from the State of New

Hampshire reimbursed the District at fourteen cents ($. 7) per capita. The
next Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day will be held Saturday, June 6, 2009 at the District
1

Transfer Station.

2008 was the
the landfill

in

sixth year of operations for the

AVRRDD-

December 2002, no assessments have been made

Mt. Carbeny Landfill. Since purchasing

to the District municipalities for Mt.

Carbeny Landfill operations, with income raised through landfill tipping fees covering operating expenses.
The landfill is operated, under contract with the District, by Cianbro Corp.
Respectfully submitted.

Sharon

E.

Gauthier

Executive Director
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Raymond

S. Burton

Januar\- 2009

REPORT TO THE PEOPLE OF DISTRICT ONE
BY EXECUTIVE COUNCILOR. PAY BURTON

338 River Road
Bath, NH 03740
Tel (6031 747-3662
Car Pnone (6C3i 4B-'-0863
E-mai! ray.burton4Sgte.net
Executive Cour.oilc
District

One

Start my 3 l^'- and 32"^ years of sen-ice to this large Northern
.^s
Council Distnct. am hopeful and excited for new opponunmes for
rural America, With a new administration in Washington new
economic programs are in the future. Our role at the state. count>- and
local level is to have justified applications that will be used to stimulate
job retenuon and creation. County and regional economic development
councils coupled with community action agencies v^^ll be putting these
new initiauves to work.
I

I

The NH Congressional Delegauon- Senator Judd Gregg. Senator Jeanne
Shaheen, Congressmaji Paul Hodes and Congresswoman Carol Shea

New York
and other New England Congressman can cause new resources to
urge that we, at the state, county and local levels
become available,
government, step up with our concerns and let them know our needs.
Porter joining other Northeastern states of Maine. Vermont,

I

of

will start another year of the ] 0-year NH Highway Transporiauon
Planning process working through the Regional Planning Commissions.
Transportation Enhancement and Congestion Mitigation .\ir quality
grants arc back in play. Contact William Watson at NH DOT for details
at 271-3344 or bwaisonfrdot, state. nh. us.

2009

The 2009 session of the NH House and Senate will be a trying time with
proposed cutbacks and how to still pro\-ide and meet constitutional and
statutory- needs. Be watchful of proposed legislation passing costs to
count\' and local le\'els of government. Stay close to your local state
senator and house members.

Towns

in

Council District # ?

CARROLL COUNTY:

C>iSiC>*«

&*nowtcri.

Tamwonr;

'ijttonoora, w«R*lt«id. Woii«oofc.

GRAFTON COUNTY:
Axnians. fiatr

The Governor and Council are always looking for volunteers lo sen-e on
the dozens of boards and commissions. If you are interested please
send your resume lo Go\'emor John Lynch. State House. 107 North
Main Street. Concord. NH 03301 aitenuon Jennifer Kuzma Director of
Appointments/ Liasion or at (6Q3| 271-2121.

A complete

list is

available at the

NH

Secretary* of State website ai

w^^av.sos.nh.gov/redbook/index.htm
office has available mformauonal items: NH Constitutions, tourist
send, \^a email, a Monday mommg
maps, consumer handbooks, etc.
schedule. Send me \*our email address to be added to the list if you'd

My

I

,

Ui
t»f,

Can* an,
Eauon El»»wonr.
Dton

Franconia.

G ration,

like at

Htnover HBV«mil.

li^9"T\oi6

rburton<^nh.gov

.

Please contact

UltWIon, Lymar,

my

office

anytune

Lyme MonroB

Oranjrt. OnotO
Pj*'—lOO* Pfymoolh. Rjmney

Su^a'

Mill

Tnomion Warrsn

COOS COUNTY:
b*n<n Carrolt CianitvilM
CcMaorcxM. ConjrncHi Oauor
DtJfvilia Du"im»f. Enol.

BELKNAP COUNTY:
Nitw Hampion. SanDornton

Tmon

G«mam.

Lancastar
Noftnumbaria

SULLIVAN COUNTY:

PiitiDofg hanooipc. Snalotimi

St»wBn»iowr.. Star* Sifariord

CnanastowT, Ci«f»fnoni Comtan
Ciovooo. G'tritnam Nawoor

wnnetieia

PtAFTiliaia

Ucari

Jafrarsor,

Miltslt»id
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Spnnglteid Sunaoao

of assistance lo

vou

DUMMER, NH

PROPOSED CEMETERY BUDGET FOR 2009

$4,000.00 for travel, mowing and trimming grass, cutting and
trimming limbs that have fallen into cemeteries, removal of
decorations from grave sites, uncovering existing cornerstones,
and repair and maintenance of headstones.
1

.

grass seed, loam, hay.

2.

$500.00 for supplies.

3.

$1 ,500.00 for professional tree

removal by sexton at

Total

Ex:

removal at Gates and tree

Willis.

Proposed Budget: $6,000.00

Respectfully submitted,

Laura Ouellette, Sexton
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TOWN OF DUMMER, NH

TOWN OF DUMMER,
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
2008

Received for M.V. Permits

DOG LICENSES
6

$ 50.453.65

UJ

5

LU

±

o:

pjgitiual

Repotf

OF THE

SCHOOL OFFICIALS

OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF

DUMMER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

FOR THE

Fiscal

Year Ending June 30,

-59-

2008

officer^
OFFICE

SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of
Dummer qualified to vote in District affairs:

You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
District on the lO"'' of March 2009 from 11:00 AM to 7:00 PM
to act by ballot upon Articles 1 through 3 for the election
the evening to act upon
of officers and at 6:00 pm
Articles 4 through 11.

m

ARTICLES 1-3 (Ballot votes)
1. To choose one auditor for a two (2) year term.
2. To choose one auditor for a one (1) year term.
3
To choose a member of the school board for the
ensuing three (3) years.

ARTICLES 4-11:
4. To -hear, the reports of agents, auditors and officersheretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
5.

To set the salaries of the school board, school
district treasurer, auditors, truant officer, census
taker, and moderator as listed:
School Board Chair

7.

To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 for the operation of
the Federal and Private Grants. (Recommended by the
School Board.

8.

9.

Shall the school district accept the provisions of RSA 195A:14, as amended, providing for the withdrawal of the
sending district of Dummer from the Berlin/Dummer area in
accordance with the provisions of the proposed withdrawal
plan filed with the school district clerk? This article is
contingent on acceptance of the Tuition Agreement put forth
before the Berlin School District and/or Berlin City
Council. (Majority ballot vote required.)
No
Yes

To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to enter into a tuition contract with the Berlin School
District for the education of its students in grades 7-12 for
a three (3) year period beginning July 1, 2009 and ending
June 30, 2 012. {This article is contingent on the passage of

Article

8.

To see if the school district will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $18,892 for loss of building aid payable
to the Berlin School District due to the withdrawal from the
AREA agreement. Recommended by the School Board {This article is
contingent on the passage of Article 8.)

10.

11.

To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.

Given under our hands at said Dummer this
February 2009.

2"*^

day of

Jennifer Miller, Chair
Julie Glover
Elizabeth Reudiger
DUMMER SCHOOL BOARD
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MS-26

SCHOOL BUDGET FORM
OF:

NH

DUMMER

Appropnations and Estimates of Revenue forttie Fiscal Year From July

1,

2009

to

June

30,

2010

IMPORTANT:
Please read

1

RSA

32:5 applicable to

all

municipalities

Use ttnis form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in tfie appropriate recommended and not recommended
means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.

area.

This

2.

Hold

3.

When

file

at least

one

public

heanng on

budget

completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on

with the school clerk, and a

below

this

within

This form

20 davs

copy sent

to the

Department of Revenue Administration

at the

above address

after the meetina.

was posted

J- 9-^-7

with the warrant on (Date):

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
Please sign

UUL

THIS

in ink.

A...L AA.3JU

/J
"^

BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
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MS-26

Budget

-

School District of

FY 2010

Dummer

Expenditures Appropriations appropriationsappropriations

AcctJ

Purpose of Appropriation
(RSA32:3,V)

WARR
ART.#

For Year 7/1/07
to

6/30/08

Current Year As
Approv.

byDRA

Ensuing

FY

(Recommended)

Ensuing FY
(Not

Recomm

)

I

Budget

-

School District of

["SPECIAL
Special warrant articles are defined

in

RSA

FY 2010

Dummer

WARRANT ARTICLES"

32.3. VI, as appropriations

1

)

in

petitioned warrant articles. 2) appropnations

raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriations to a separate fund created pursuant
trust funds, 4)

an appropriation designated on the warrant as a speaal

Purpose
Acct.#

of Appropriations

fRSA

32:3,\/)

article or

to law.

4

ExpendiiufBs

Appropriations

foryaar7/i/07

Current Year As

to

6/30/08

Aporoved bv

such as

capital reserve

funds or

as a nonlapsing or nontransferable

3

2

1

|

5

DRA

article.

6

APPROPRIATION; APPROPRIATION;

WARR.

Ensuing FY

ART.#

(Recommended)

Ensuing FY
(Not

Recommended)

|

M5-2e

1

Budget

-

School District of

Dummer

FY 2010

MS-26

Budget

-

School District of

Dummer

FY 2010

DUMMER SCHOOL
^^<:i^jg^zs5aiSy^gffg';5ges.

2007-2008
Regular Ed Appropriations:
Special

S

Ed Appropriations: S

Individual Warrants:

Total Appropriations:

Revenues

Fund Balance

to

Reduce Taxes

Less: Total Revenues and Credits:

District

Assessment:

State Education Grant

State Education Tax

School Tax Portion
Local School Tax Rate:
State Tax Rate:

Total Equalized Evaluation:

Equalization (No

Utilities):

$

550,140.00
56,636.00

25,000,00

DISTRICT

DUMMER SCHOOL

DISTRICT

2009-2010 School Year
Kindergarten

Estimate

Halle, Jillian

Reudiger, Cole

Thomas, Zeb

Grade

1

Kesheb, Zachary

Grade 2

None

Grade

Tilton, Heidi

3

Grade 4

\

Beaulac, Taylor

Drew, Amber
Thomas, Kali H

Grade 5

«

Barrett,

Parker,

Vannessa
Robyn

%

Ruediger, Calvin
Tilton,

Grade 6

Jamin

Dandeneau, Nathan
Glover, Timothy
Miller,

Grade

7

D

Cody

Gagne, Lane T
Glover, Sadie

D

Marcou, Paige

Grade

8

Miller,

Letarte, Gabrielle L

Ouellette, Nicholas

Marcou, Taylor

Grade 9

Ouellette,

Nathan

Roy, Nikki

Thomas, Taylor
Wentworth, Corey

Grade 10

Bacon, Zachary

Bonney, Nicholas
Buckley, Devin

MacDonald, Bridgette

Grade

11

Beaudoin, Staci

Gagne, Brittany
Garneau, Christopher

Grade 12

Cameron

Bush, Michael

Corcoran, Christina

Demers, Katherine
Guay, Heather

January 14, 2009

Dear

I

I

Dummer

hope that

am

Citizen,

this letter finds

writing this letter

you

well and the beginning of your

on behalf of the Dummer School Board

regarding the Dummer/Berlin Withdrawal Plan and vote that
District

The

Meeting. The following information

initial

will assist

you

in

2009

is

off to a

good

start.

order to provide information to you

in

take place at the March 2009 School

will

making an informed decision

meeting of the Dummer/Berlin Withdrawal Planning Committee took place

Throughout the

spring,

School Board, two

summer and

Dummer

composed

the committee,

fall

Selectmen, two

members

of

two members

May

March.
of 2008.

Dummer

of the

of the Berlin School Board and the

Superintendent of SAU 20 (nonvoting member) held meetings to determine the

withdrawing from the AREA agreement with

in

in

feasibility of

withdrawal would affect students

Berlin. This

Dummer
grades

in

seven through twelve. The reasoning behind the withdrawal study was to allow school choice for
students

in

affirmative

The Withdrawal Committee voted on the plan

grades seven through twelve.
the

in

fall

was then submitted

of 2008. The plan

Education State Board, which approved the plan

The plan called for an exclusive
choosing a different school
automatically be enrolled
to have their child attend

if

in

tuition

in late

to the

agreement with the

any other school

in

in

the
of

October of 2008.
Berlin School District with parents/students

they wish. An exclusive agreement would

the Berlin Public Schools

in

New Hampshire Department

mean

thai

all

students would

grades seven through twelve.

the area, they would be

If

a parent

choose

responsible for the cost of

transportation to and from that school and any additional tuition costs beyond the Berlin base tuition
cost.

The committee

Berlin.

felt

that five to seven students would choose to attend schools other than those

Student population

in

grades seven through twelve

students. The

Dummer taxpayers would

students, as

now

A

is

draft tuition

of 2008. At their

December

17,

time

is

in

approximately thirty-five

bear the cost of any special education services provided for

the case under the current

agreement was sent

at this

AREA (Authorized Regional Enrollment Area)

to the Berlin Board of Education for their approval

2008 meeting the

Berlin

Board voted to

amend

in

with Berlin.

early

December

the agreement adding

the language as follows, "...that the receiving district (Berlin Public Schools) retains the right to review
to accept or not accept a pupil or pupils

School Board

amendment

is

from September

1,

2009

currently reviewing this change and next steps,

if

to

June 30, 2014." The

by the Berlin School Board.

Other aspects of the agreement that you need to be aware of

is

that the taxpayers of

responsible for five percent of building upgrade costs that Berlin would lose
dissolved.

Dummer

any, that they will take regarding this

These building upgrades took place during Dummers' AREA with

the responsibility of

Dummer

taxpayers.

-70-

when

Berlin.

Dummer would

the

AREA

be

is

These costs are

still

Costs are as follows:

Dummer Withdrawal

Effective 7/1/09

NHDOE

DUMMER SCHOOL DISTRICT

DUMMER BERLIN AREA
WITHDRAWAL
STUDY COMMITTEE
REPORT

September 2008

72-

Dwnmer/Berlin Withdrawal Studv

District

Representative

Dummer School Board

Julie Glover

Dummer School Board

Nancy Bisson

Berlin School

Board

Nathan Morin

Berlin School

Board

Mitch Couture

Dummer Selectmen

Comrriittee

Members

Chris Holt

David Dube

INTRODUCTION
RSA

195-A:14

III slates

"that after the third anniversary of the date of

responsibihty a sending or receiving school

district, at

operatmg

an annual or special school

district

may vote to undertal<:e a study of the feasibility and suitability of a withdrawal
from the AREA." The AREA between Dummer and Berlin was formed in 1987. On
March 11, 2008 the Dummer School District, at its annual school district meeting, voted
to approve the formation of a Withdrawal Study Committee. Members of the Dummer

meeting,

and Beriin School Boards that participate

in the

Beriin/Dununer Authorized Regional

Enrollment Area appointed two board members to
the

Town

of Dummer also participated

committee was begun

in

this

in this study.

committee.

Two

Selectmen from

The idea and formation of this study

order to allow students and parents choice in their educational

setting for grades 7 through 12.
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DEFINITION OF FEASIBILITY AND SUITABILITY
As

follows:

Feasibility:

1.

It is

a reasonable plan

2.

It is

capable of being accomplished

3.

It is

affordable

Suitability:

1

It is

2.

It

educationally sound
meets the needs of all students

3

It

provides educational stability for the

On May
held

5,

at the

2008

Dummer School
Dummer School

the organizational meeting of the

Dummer Town

fflSTORICAL

in the

District

District

Withdrawal Study Committee was

Hall.

BACKGROUND

Dummer is a member of the Berlin Authorized Regional Enrollment Area-for
Grades 7 through 12. Because Dummer does not have its own schools, it is also in an
AREA agreement with the Milan School District for students in Grades PreK-6. This
combination was formed in 1987 as successors to a twenty-year tuition agreement; voters
of these school distncts approved the first AREA Agreement that formed the Dummer
Currently

Authorized Regional Enrollment

.Ajrea

Agreement.

The Dummer Withdrawal Study Committee began its work with its organization meeting
on May 5, 2008. The minutes of that meeting as well as all the subsequent meetings of
the Withdrawal Study Committee can be found in Appendix A. A previous study began
in August of 2006. Due to the improper make up of the Committee, the current
committee was formed. All supporting documents from the previous study will be
attached and located in Appendix B of this report.
During the course of its work the committee reviewed many possible scenarios with
regard to the education of all children in Dummer if they were to withdraw from the

AREA Agreement with Berlin.
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WITHDRAWAL PLAN:
(A) The name or names of the withdrawing

Withdrawing

-

District

Withdrawing Grades (B)

The proposed
sending
after

district

DUMMER SCHOOL DISTRICT
DUMMER, GRADES

date of withdrawal from the

districts shall

which the

AREA

and the grades.

be responsible

AREA,

at

7-12

wliich time the

for the education of its pupils

and

no longer have such educational

shall

responsibility.

Date of Withdrawal -

(C)

The

liability

of the sending

indebtedness of the

AREA

JULY

I,

2009

district for its share

was formed by 2 districts, provisions
upon dissolution of the .AREA.

Dummer Withdrawal

Effective 7/1/09
Proiect

#

of any outstanding

AREA in accordance with paragraph V
for assumption

or, if the

of liabilities

(D)

The manner

which the withdrawing district shall provide for the
pupils in the withdrawing district, and a plan for the
education of the pupils from the sending districts.
education of

(1)

in

all

The School District of Dummer will withdraw from the
Dummer/Berlin AREA as the sending district for Grades

Dummer

will continue to operate

students Pre

K through

Dummer

School

AREA with Milan

7-12.

for

which currently ensure, and will
students, Grades Pre K-6 in the

6

continue to ensure, that

an

all

district will receive

The curriculum

appropriate educational

be those provided by
Milan School District adhering to New Hampshire State
Department of Education's guidelines and minimum standards.
services.

will continue to

the

(2)

Students from the

Dummer

School District

in

grades 7 through

12 will be ensured a quality education through a tuition

agreement
District.

that will

be entered into with the Berlin School
will be provided through the Berlin

The curriculum

School District as they adhere to the State Department of
Education's guidelines and

minimum

studies for the Berlin School District

(3)

A program

standards.
is

located in

of

Appendix C

A tuition contract (see Appendix D) between the Dummer
School District and the Berlin School District will be developed
for secondary (grades 7-12

)

education. This tuition agreement

will also contain language that will allow the students

Dummer to

local area if they so chose.

students/parents in the

through
(4) Inquiries

of

attend other schools (grades 7 through 12) in the

Thus, allowing choice for the
of Dummer for children in grades 7

Town

12.

of the

Dummer

Withdrawal Study Committee

regarding tuitioning students to high schools in the surrounding
area determined that districts would accept tuition students at the

secondary

(5)

level.

See attachments Appendix E

The Dummer School

District

would pay

that reside in their district to attend

tuition for the students

any other approved public

school of corresponding gi-ades, 7 through

Hampshire school

(E)

A

district

pursuant to

RSA

12, in

another

New

193:4 and 194.:27.

detailed analysis of the financial and educational consequences of the

proposed withdrawal.
-76-

Educational Consequences
Should Diimnier witlidraw, the current 7-12 student population,
approximately 30 students, would attend school

in Berlin

under a tuition

agreement. Students choosing to attend other schools would receive an
education thi-ough an educational program that adheres to

Hampsliire Department of Education's

Muiimum

tlie

New

Standards.

Financial Consequences

(1)

Financial consequences for

maintenance agreements

<

tire

potential tuition contract costs or joint

are as follows:

The Dummer School

District

would be responsible

for the loss of State

Building Aid due the Berlin School District as follows, see page 4 above.
<*

Transportation for students will continue to be provided for those students
assigned to the Berlin

A.

Modifications to

Since

Jr.

and

Sr.

High School.

AJIEA Agreement

necessitated by the Withdrawal Plan.

Dummer is the sendmg district, if the Withdrawal Plan were
Dummer voters in March of 2009, the AREA Agreement

approved by the

would be
B.

Any

dissolved.

other matters which the committee, consistent with the law,

consider appropriate to include

The Committee

believes that

withdraw from the

may

m this Withdrawal Plan.

it is

suitable

AREA with the

and feasible

for

Dummer to

Berlin School District for students in

grades 7 through 12.

We the undersigned, submit this Report
Committee on September

District

Dummer

Dummer

4,

Representative

Julie

as

approved by the

Dummer

Withdrawal Study

2008.

^ignatuje

Vote Yes/No/Abstain

^

Glover

Nancy Bisson

S^
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Berlin

Berlin

Dummer

Nathan

Monn

/(^

""ll&Mi^

^UM^

Mitch Couture

y

David Dube

Selectmen
Chris Holt

y-^S

{^3^^^^=^^^ ^-

Dummer School Board
Approved Sevtember4. 2
Nancy Bisson
Julie Glover

Jennifer Miller

V

Attachments

A- Agendas and Minutes
B- Program of Studies
C- Documentation of Local Approval for Tuition Students

Miscellaneous Supporting Documents and Letters
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^^

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

NEW HAMPSHIRE

TUITION CONTRACT BETWEEN

MEMORANDUM
located

OF AGREEMENT made

Dummer

the County of Coos, and the

in

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS,
through twelve
authorized

its

of

this

School

,

,

District, in

between the

the County of Coos and the State of

Dummer

School

District

does not maintain public schools and

New

desirous of having

is

seek a pubic school education attend the junior high school and high school

school board to

make

Berlin School District,

Hampshire.

Department of Education

of the State of

New

Hampshire

for

all

students and afford them the complete course of instruction

NOW, THEREFORE,

IT IS

AGREED

Dummer

that the

children and, through

now

its

in said Berlin

pupils in grades seven

School

District

and has

and

a contract for such education:

said Berlin School District maintains a school system, inclusive of a

WHEREAS,

DISTRICTS

That

said

who

NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOL

given

in its

School Board

will

comprehensive high school, approved by the

its

school board,

willing to receive

is

all

such

schools, 7-12.

send

its

school pupils to the junior high school and high

school of said Berlin, and the said Berlin School Board hereby agrees to accept such school pupils from September

1,

2009, to June

30, 2014, unless earlier terminated as hereinafter provided.

AND
if

FURTHER AGREED

IT IS

that an understanding

there was a situation dealing with a

Dummer student

those costs would be negotiated with the

AND

FURTHER AGREED

IT IS

that

Dummer School
in

between the

Berlin School District

and the

Dummer School

District that

which required an additional teacher be hired by the Berlin School

Distrirt,

District.

individual cases the

Dummer

School Board

may

allow pupils to attend schools

in

grades

seven through twelve other than Berlin upon the request of the paTent(s) for purposes of school attendance.

AND

FURTHER AGREED

IT IS

District or district

in

the event that this agreement

other than the Berlin School

remain

District will

in

is

terminated any student tuitioned to the Berlin School

that district or the Berlin District until such time that the

student graduates from or otherwise discontinues attendance at the assigned high school.

AND
two years
after

IT IS

FURTHER AGREED

prior to the time for

which the sending

district will

other than Berlin School

AND

IT IS

that the tuition rate shall be determined annually and shall be based on the D0E-2S report for

which the charge

District

be notified

the parent(s)

FURTHER AGREED

is

being made. The tuition rate shall be set no later than

in writing.

will

educational aide,

AND
many
and

be

billed to

FURTHER AGREED

the sending

Any

AND

IT IS

district in

deem

FURTHER AGREED by each

each year,

in a district

payments

addition to the regular tuition.

that the school boards of Berlin and

end of any school year by

agreement by the end

1 of

additional costs incurred as a result of the needs of an individual student,

Dummer shall meet jointly

at least

advisable. Such meeting shall be advisory, consultative,

not infringe upon the legal authority and responsibility of either the

at the

December

parent chooses to have their child(ren) attend a school

cost for special education services for individual students will be calculated into the

other times as the Boards mutually

shall

do so

IT IS

will

a

be responsible for any additional tuition costs for their child(ren).

of the sending school district to the receiving district.
i.e.

If

Dummer

once annually and as

and informational

in

of the parties to this contract that should either wish to terminate this contract

giving six

months previous thereto

of the school year.
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nature,

or the Berlin School Board.

a written notice to the

other of

its

it

may

desire to terminate the

AND

IT IS

FURTHER AGREED

the other district of the wish to

that

if

the parties wish to

amend and forward

meeting and discussing the amendments. Any amendments

AND
students

in

AND
events and

IT IS

FURTHER AGREED

any of the receiving

IT IS

and the

Dummer

will

students

this

agreement that

six

months

notice

to the district, in writing, at least

will

be given informing

one calendar week

prior to

be agreed upon by both school boards.

will

be subject to the same rules and

discipline

process as the

districts.

FURTHER AGREED

field trips

Parents of the

that the

amend

amendments

the

that the receiving district will be responsible for the cost of transportation to

Dummer School

Dummer students

District will

and from

be responsible for student transportation to the Berlin School

athletic

District.

are responsible for any additional transportation costs to and from a school district other than the

Berlin School District.

IN
their

WITNESS WHEREOF

said parties to this

hands and seals on the day and year

first

agreement have by

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF DUMMER

Concord,

their school or

governing board respectively hereunto set

above written.

SCHOOL DISTRia OF BERLIN

NH

Date:

Approved by State Board of Education
Commissioner

of Education
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2008
Superintendent's Report

Dear Citizens

of

Dummer,

On October 24, 2008, the New Hampshire State Board of Education approved
the Dummer/Beriin Withdrawal Plan. During the March 2009 School District
Meeting the citizens of Dummer will vote to approve or disapprove this plan and
initiate choice for students in grades seven through twelve or retain our AREA
Thanks go out to the Dummer Selectmen who served as
committee, Chris Holt and Dave Dubey, Dummer School Board
Members, Julie Glover and Nancy Bisson and Berlin School Board Members,
Michael Couture and Nathan Morin. A letter was sent to all Dummer residents in
mid January 2009 explaining the Withdrawal Plan and is contained in the School
District Report along with a copy of the complete Withdrawal Plan. A thorough
discussion of this proposal by the citizenry at our March 2009 School District
Meeting is imperative prior to the vote to approve or reject the Withdrawal

Agreement

members

with Berlin.

of this

Plan/Proposal.

The 2008-2009 goals

for the

Dummer

School Board are as follows:

Meet with the Beriin School Board once annually.

Keep policy book up to date.
Place policy book online.
Complete and have approved the

Berlin

Dummer Withdrawal

Study.

of the Dummer School Board would like to point out
Board has achieved all but one of their goals as of January 2009. The
School Board policies were completed last year and are updated and revised as
expect that this
they are received; however, they have not been placed online.
goal will be realized soon. The Board continues to advocate for the students of
"
Dummer. They want what is best for the children" and make decisions based on

As you review the Goals

I

that the

1

this credo.

While the budget was developed for the Dummer School District, the Board
remains aware of the tough economic times in the area and has brought forth a
frugal budget for the citizenry to consider. They insist that children of Dummer
receive the services they deserve and will not stand for children being short
changed. The Board supports the administrators' efforts to provide students the
tools that they need to succeed. They are your voice and the educational
advocates for your children.
board meetings, agendas are posted at the
also welcome calls at 466Milan
Village School.
Dummer Town Hall and the
of Dummer.
children
the
provided
being
education
the
regarding
3632
1

would

invite

you

to attend our

I

Thank you

for

supporting the students of

Sincerely,

Paul Bousquet
Superintendent,

SAU 20
-81-

Dummer!

School Administrative Unit #20
2009-2010 Fiscal Year Budget

School Administrative Unit #20
2009-2010 Fiscal Year Budget

Initial

School

District Distribution

$

478,287

Milan Village School
Principal's Report

2008-2009
The 2008-2009 school year has brought many rewards and opportunities for the staff and students of the
Milan Village School. With the consistent and generous support of the staff, parents, volunteers, school
board,

SAU

operating

school

personnel, students and Milan community,

in a

we have enjoyed

the tremendous advantages of

small school environment while keeping up with national standards. In addition, our active

community has helped us

individual students the skills and

lo

continue to refine our

knowledge

that they will

many
need

excellent programs designed to give
to

succeed

in a diverse world.

The

following are examples of these programs:

•

We

implemented the Positive Behavior Intervention Support (PBIS) program

of 2004. Since then we have seen major positive changes
school.

The

staff

members embrace

their role as a support

in the

in the fall

atmosphere of the

network

for students

and are

thoughtful and passionate about creating a nurturing educational environment. In
addition, students are consistently rewarded with positive consequences for appropriate

behavior and held accountable with negative consequences for inappropriate behavior.
•

The schoors new Science Program was
dedicating the majority of their

new

state

science frameworks.

PD
It

time

a year in

development with

to its creation.

was developed

all

The program

is

teachers

focused on the

as a vertical scope and sequence so that

each grade develops scaffolding for the next in order to create young scientists by the
grade.

The focus of the program

in science, writing,
•

is

4'*^

using inquiry based activities to promote true learning

reading and math.

The Student Support Center (SSC) was

created during the 2006-2007 school year and

offers the opportunity for individual targeted intervention for small groups

using the Response to Intervention model. Students are targeted

if

of students

they are struggling in

The SSC is also used to create enrichment programs
The Student Support Center Coordinator instmcts students in GPS and

a subject or if they are excelling.

for all students.

CIS mapping

projects of local areas, the creation of brochures for local attractions and
development of a nature trail near school grounds. The Coordinator also oversees a
peer mediation program, student council and a photo club.
the

•

The Curriculum Committee and Data Team are both made up of teachers and
administrators. They use the school's 5-10 year curriculum plan as a guide as they

set

goals and advise changes based on the school's needs and the findings of current data.
•

The Milan Village School has partnered with many outside organizations including NH
Fish and Game, Project WET and Project WILD, Project Learning Tree, the Appalachian
Mountain Club and others

in order to bring varied

and important

real

world perspectives

the students.
•

The

PTO

continues to accomplish wonderful enriching activities for our students.

The volunteer

amazing. Volunteers have helped with a myriad of programs including:
cultural events throughout the school year, the Ski Program, the Recreation Department, the Bikeeffort in general is truly

a-thon, the Walk-a-thon and

Wood's Day. Thank you,

volunteers.

Respectfully Submitted

Dave Backler
Principal
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V^S^^^^'

Lyonel B. Tracy

^^'^ ^- l^s^th
Deputy Commissioner
Tel 603-271-7301

^^^^S^^^^^

Commissioner of Education
Tel 603-271-3144

^'^J^JJ^,^^

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
101 Pleasant Street

Concord, N.H. 03301
FAX 603-271-1953
Citizens Services Line 1-800-339-9900

December

9,

2008

Mr. David Backler
Principal

Milan Village School
11 Bridge Street

Milan,

NH 03588

Dear Principal Backler:

Thank you for hosting the School Approval Team during our visit to the Milan Village School on
November 7, 200B. Your students and staff made us feel most welcome. am sure that you are aware
how wonderful they are.
I

of

Enclosed are the individual reports from the reviewers. We were quite satisfied with the overall level of
compliance with the state standards that were reviewed. We were quite impressed by the presentation
on the science curncuium. It is obvious that a great deal of time and effort is being expended to ensure
that classroom teaching meets the state curriculum expectations.

We

really

have no

Please

call

me

we

did not review.

is

at

improvement, which is unusual. You will note some
never did receive the materials that you mailed to us
us when you have an opportunity.
for

We

Please send those policies to

prior to the visit.

This information

recommendations

significant

requests for policies that

provided for the use of the school

271-2037

if

and

No response

district administration.

you have any questions,
Sincerely,

Edward

R,

Murdough

^

Administrator

Bureau
and
Supenntendent,

SAU

20

'^

of School Approval
Facility

Management

•

TDD Access: Relay NH 711
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER- EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
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is

required.

SCHOOL APPROVAL SITE VISIT REPORT
SCHOOL:

Milan Village School

DISTRICT;

SAU: 20

Milan

DATE OF VISIT: November

7,

2008

PHONE: 271-2037

REVIEWER: Ed Murdough
ITEMS

REVIE\\^D(refer

Ed 306.04,

to

Minimum

Ed 306.07,

Policies;

The Milan school

Ed

306):

grade 7

Facilities; Transition to

OBSERVATIONS. STRENGTHS

1

Standards,

& WEAKNESSES

facility is in

good condition.

It

appears to be clean and well

maintained.
2.

The

district has a

'3.

4.

The Milan

working transition process with the Berlin School District for students

from grade 6

transitioning

district

to grade 7.

has current policies in place to address:

a.

Promoting an environment conducive

b.

Behavior management and intervention (Ed 306.04(16))

c.

Homeless students (Ed 306.04(17))

d.

Meeting the instructional needs of each student (Ed 306.04(g))

The

district has

to learning

(Ed 306.04(1

1))

an extensive policy book that appears to be quite thorough.

Policies

other than those identified in 3 above were not reviewed as part of this visit.
5.

The

staff presented information

Although not
tied to the

in the
6.

a

high school,

on

this

their process to develop science curriculum.

process breaks the curriculum

down

into discrete areas

GLEs. This provides clear direction for teachers and ensures that

GLEs

The school

is

covered.

has an

It

results in

much more

improvement plan

all

material

than the identification of competencies.

in place to review each content area for alignment

with the GLEs.
7.

8.

The Parent/Student Handbook

is

overwhelming. Information

clear and easy to find.

This

is

the

first

is

very well done.

It

is

thorough without being

elementary school where the visitation team has found the schedule for

the distribution of instructional time required by

Ed

-86-

306.26(b).

UNRESOLVED ISSUES & UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
None

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
1.

The

parent/student

handbook includes summaries of various

district policies.

A

statement should be added to indicate that these are only summaries and to inform
readers where to find the actual school board policies.
2.

The method
for

all

for

curriculum development being used for science should be implemented

academic content areas.

OTHER C0MA4ENTS
The
the

staff at the Milan Village School

improvement plan

is

seem

to

be focused

in the

same

direction.

It is

clear that

not a document that just sits on the shelf in the principal's office.
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SCHOOL APPROVAL SITE VISIT REPORT
SCHOOL:

Milan Village School

Grades - P,

(

K - 6. Enrollment:

DISTRICT: Milan and Dummer School

Districts

DATE OF VISIT:

2008

REVIEWER:

Friday.

Ed 306.14 - Basic

Minimum

(refer to

Morgan

Draff #1)

140

)

Principal:

David Backler

Phone:449-3306

Phone: 271-4125

Standards for Public School Approval-

Ed

306):

Instructional Standards.

Assignment of incoming students

one class for each grade, a child

(b)

7.

Leslie Higgins and Marie

ITEMS REVIEWED

(a)

November

SAU: 20

(

is

:

The School has few new students each year and since there

usually placed in a class with students their

own

only

is

age.

Homework policy The 2008-09 Parent/Student Manual explains the School's Homework Guidelines
how parents can be involved and how much homework is expected each night for each grade.
:

including

(c)

Organized plan to record student progress

local or state
state

in

meeting objectives Students in Grades
:

assessments regularly. Teachers set goals for students

assessments to help focus their

who

K-6

are tested on

score less than "proficient"

on the

efforts.

skill levels
A curriculum team meets every 3 weeks
- 10 year curriculum plan. Teacher's lesson plans will be fully aligned to
the state's Grade Level Expectations (GLEs) and Frameworks in all subjects by 2013. Any textbooks
which do not match the state's Grade Level Expectations are supplemented as needed.

(e) Instructional

to

materials are appropriate to students'

:

plan the implementation of a 5

last year to upgrade the math and science curriculums. Last year
and 6* grade work was aligned with the state's GLEs. The School

There has been a tremendous effort in the
the

5'*'

math curriculum was revised so

has adopted

EveryDay Math

as

its

core math program.

Last year most of the teachers' professional development time

was focused on revamping the science

curriculum. All staff worked with the science committee to create a vertical curriculum following the
state's

frameworks for grades

K - 6.

Fourth and sixth grade students are involved in a project interviewing local senior citizens.
preparing a brochure for the

Ed

306.26(b)

They

are also

town

- Daily Instructional Schedule

for K-8.

Page 17 of the 2008-09 Parent/Student Manual

shows a detailed outline of how much time should be spent on each subject on a weekly basis for grades
- 6. This schedule allows about 5 hours per week for flexibility.
1

Ed 306.04

(1)

- Recommending developmentally appropriate daily physical

Every student

at the

scheduled for a

activitj'.

Milan Village School has recess for 30 minutes each day. Physical Education

minimum

each March. Obesity

of 40 minutes per

among children

is

week

for each grade.

not a problem

Students are encouraged to participate in the

at this

Ski classes

at

the

Balsams

is

are scheduled

school.

Milan Recreation Department's various athletic programs

including soccer, basketball and softball competitions. During our visit, a representative

from the

town recreation department was awarding second grade students ribbons earned during the

fall

local

soccer

season.

Ed

3 10.04 (a)(3)

We saw an

encourages the integration of health and physical activity across the school curriculum.

example of this

as

the

4'*'

graders participated in a lively Quidditch

teacher interspersed questions regarding the
finding the

Ed

Golden Snitch were heroes

310(b)(4)

-

We did not view a district wide policy
In the

fall

to their

students participate in

in the

gym. The

team mates!

Recommending developmentally appropriate

The school encourages physical

game held

Harry Potter novel throughout the activity. The students

in this area as is required.

daily physical activity.

Please send us a copy if one exists.

two school wide fundraisers to support school
a bike marathon to the Milan State Park, a mile away. Students

activity during its

sponsors to donate

money based on the number of miles

community service

for 2 hrs at the school

activities.
solicit

the students bike. In the spring students perform

and 2 hrs elsewhere for S20.00 and the chance for 4 free tickets

at Storyland.

Ed
1

306.12

-

School Health Services.

The school's part-time

fi-om the Berlin

years.

She

is

(

certified as a

aid responders.

4

'/a

hrs per day) registered nurse

is

also a certified health instructor

School District where she taught health occupations in the

Red Cross

trainer

CTE

and has trained other staff in the building as

She prepares emergency bags for

field trips

who

retired

Center for more than 20

CPR and/or first

with emergency equipment and notification

cards for each student and staff participating on the field trip. V.Tien she is unable to

be

at the school, a

substitute nurse is usually available.

The school requires physical examinations and immunizations for all students as required by state law.
The nurse uses a medical database which alerts her to those students needing updated immunizations. She
notifies the parents early since there are few physicians in the area and medical appointments must be
scheduled far in advance. She has surveyed parents regarding interest in flu shots and has held a flu shot
2.

event

3.

the school.

at

We did not
3 11

Ed

311.02(h)

-

have an opportunity

to

review the school board's actual policies supporting

School Health Sendees Please send us a copy

Ed

.

-

Medication During School

We did not have

Day

if

one

Ed

306.12 and

exists.

(2008).

an opportunity to review the school board's policies and procedures relative to the

protection and controls of medications in the schools. Please

-89-

send us a copy

if

one exists.

Ed

306.26 (b)(1)(c) and

We did not have an
state guidelines.

Ed 306.40 - Health Education Program.

opportunity to review the present health curriculum or determine

curriculum. Since both are part-timers,

We

its

relationship to

The nurse and the part-time physical education teacher plan to revamp the health

highly encourage them

Health (271-3889) for advice,

if

understand

it's difficult to

Mary Bubnis

confer with

to

at

when

they will find the time to do

this.

the Department of Education's Office of School

they haven't yet done so.

The School has a Wellness Committee which meets 4 times per

year.

The one Food Service

staff

member

included as needed.

is

OBSERVATIONS, STRENGTHS
Facility.

The school

facility

& WEAKNESSES;

appears to be well maintained. Classrooms and ofGce areas were not crowded.
library appear quite sufficient for an

The multi-purpose lunch room and the

fenced playground area was large and surrounded by

many

com

enrollment of about 140, The

Unfortunately the district has had to

fields.

make

of shoddy work done during renovations about six years ago.

costly repairs as a result

Leadership Team. The superintendent and principal appear to be an effective team. District policies were
completely redone since 2004.
standards and has

be desired and expected by

to

principal has been at the Milan Village School for 4 years. He has high
m\h his staff to instill a positive climate where continual improvement is
When not submitting grant proposals, he continues to push tine local

The

worked closely
all.

vendor for improved technology access.
North Country school.
others.

He

also

A plan

is

Due

underway

to

to his efforts the school is wireless, a

encouraged the PBIS initiative

to

Students. During our school tour and our lunch with the students

it

dropped

was evident

Milan Village School. They showed respect for each other whether

it

was

significantly.

that students enjoy being

m the

lunch room, in the gym,

We appreciated the buildiag tour led by the Student

or in line waiting for their turn at the school's store.

Council officers: Carly, Nicholas, and

for a

improve student behavior. Data shows the number of

students being referred to the principals' office for disciplinary reasons has

at

huge advantage

have one of the teachers serve as a technology mentor for

Amanda. They

are excellent

ambassadors for the School and the

community.

Other. The largest class has 18 students. With 9 enrolled in kindergarten and

1 1

in preschool,

that multi-age classes will be necessary. Art, music, physical education, library' skills,

health are scheduled once per
the

week

Ed Fenn School which has 200

for

all

students in grades 1-6.

students.

The

distnct

media

it

is likely

technology and

The guidance coimselor

is

shared with

specialist visits all the schools

and works

with the library assistants. At Milan Village School the kindergarten teacher also serves as the "hbrarian"
in the

aftemoon. This school has been recognized as a Blue Ribbon School for 26 years due to parent

involvement. The school

is

presently hosting four student teachers from Plymouth State University and the

White Mountains Community College

at Berlin.

UNRESOLVED ISSUES & UNANSWERED QUESTIONS:
we

Please send us the school board policies

did not get to see. If they are not available or are under review, please let us

OTHER COMMENTS:

Emergency response plans

in

accordance with

2009. Every public and nonpublic school

is

plan conforming to the National Incident

Management System.

RSA

1

know.
89:64 are required by July

required to develop a site-specific school
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emergency response

__^

TOWN OF DUMMER
School Meeting

March
The School

District

March, 2008,

Moynihan
Julie

1

1

2008

,

Town of Dummer was
Dummer Town Hall. The School

Meeting for the

at the

called the meeting to order at 6:00 P.M.

Glover,

Nancy

Bissori,

held on Tuesday, the
District Moderator,

1""
1

of

Wayne

School Board members present were

and Chair; Jennifer Miller.

Also in attendance Paul

Bousquet, Superintendent of Schools, Pauline Plourde. Certified Business Administrator.

Article 1

To choose one auditor for
No names on ballot.

Article 2:

To choose one

:

two

auditor for a one

No names on
Article 3

a

(2) year term.

(1 )

year term.

baUot.

To choose a mcnderator
Wayne Moynihan

for a three (3) year term.

—

44 Votes

was declared

elected.

Article 4:

To choose a member of the school board for a three
45 Votes was declared elected.
Julie Glover

Article 5:

A motion was

the reports

of agents, auditors, and officers heretofore chosen and pass any

thereto.

—

(3)

year term.

made by Brad Wyman and seconded by

There were no reports

to

be heard

Katie Doherty to hear
\'ote relating

at this time.

A motion was made by Brad Wyman and seconded by Chiis Holt to set the
of the school board, school district Treasurer, auditors, truant officer, census
clerk, and moderator as listed:
$500.00
School Board Chair

Article 6:
salaries

taker,

School Board (2)

$400.00 each

Treasurer

$250.00

Clerk

$25.00

Moderator

$25.00

Auditor (2)
Truant Officer

$30.00 each

Census Taker

$50.00

This article

was

Article

A motion was

if

7:

$20.00

so voted.

made by Brad Wyman and seconded by Paula Labrecque to sec
sum of $585,587 for the support of

the District will vote to raise and appropriate the

-91-

payment of

schools, the

salaries for school district officers

payment of the statutory obligations of the
This article

was so

Article 8:

A motion was made

and agents, and

for

the

District.

voted.

to see if the District will

by Mariann Letarte and seconded by Elizabeth Hawkins
sum of S3, 500 for the operation

vote to raise and appropriate the

of the Federal and Private Grants.

This article

was

Article 9:

A motion was made

so voted.

by Paula Labrecque and seconded by Mariann Letarte to
and appropriate the sum of S2S.Q00 to be added to the

see if the District will vote to raise

Tuition Expendable Trust Fund, and authorize the transfer of that amount from the
year end undesignated fund balance (surplus) available on July 1 of this year. (Majority
vote required)

This article

was

so voted.

A

motion was made by David Dubey and seconded by Christopher Holt to
of the feasibility and suitabihty of a
withdrawal from the AREA agreement between Dummer and Berlin for its students in
Article 10:

see if the school district votes to undertake a study

The study shall be conducted by a committee composed of 2 school board
members from each district of the AREA, the superintendent of schools as a non-voting
member, and 2 members of the town governing body from the school district requesting
grades 7-12.

the study.

(Majority vote required.)

This article was so voted.

Article 11:

To

transact

any other busmess

that

may

legally

come

before this meeting, no

other business.

A

motion was made by Brad

Wyman

and seconded by Robert Loven

adjourn the meetiug.

Respectfully Submitted

Mariann Letarte, School Clerk

Town of Dummer
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at

6:27 p.m. to

MS-25

SCHOOL FINANCIAL REPORT
For the Year Ending June 30, 2008

Dummer

For School District of

SAU #

.,

NH

20

DUE TO THE NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
Not Later Than September
"I

certify

that

all

under the pains and penalties of

of the information contained

in

this

perjury, to the best of

document

is

tnje,

1

,

2008

my knowledge and

belief,

accurate and complete."

PerRSA198:4-d

.-Aj

Date

Schoral Bo'krcl Chairperson

Superintendent of school s:

i^^=^^ ^/U^--^

0^'

Date:

")

iP^I

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
Please sign

in ink.

FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
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Annual Financial Report
For Ihe Year Ending June 30, 2008

Dunnmer

i

Annual Financial Report
For the Yea; Ending June 30. 2008

TITLES

Annual Financial Report
For the Year Ending June 30, 2008

TITLES

October

7,

2008

Pauline Plourde

Business Administrator

SAU20
Main

Street

Gorham,NH

03581

RE; Audit - Dummer School
July 1,2007

District

-June

30,

2008

Dear Pauline:

As per your request, I have conducted an

audit on the above. I have not noticed any

The Treasurer's reports agree with the items presented for payment and are

discrepancies.

consistent widi the deposit items.

There are a few

points that I will

Schedule. The copy

an original on
to

file,

is

make.

the 10^.

Another point

is

noticed only a fmal copy of the Transfer

however there should be a signed copy

have been received on December

payments by

I

not signed by any of the school board members. Perhaps there

It

31^'

and paid on January

was distributed 18 days

that there are several

in the district

late,

which

28'^.

may

or

book.

It

is

appears

The schedule requests
may not be relevant.

items presented for payments

14 different times,

at

and some months items presented were not signed by the same board members. Perhaps
there were two separate meetings during the month at which a board member was not

And

two persons need to be present at a meeting to
Of the 14 dmes items were signed for payments, only four (4) times were
these signed by the three (3) board members. The other 10 times, these were signed by
present.

also, I realize that at least

sign the items.

only two

(2)

board members. This computes

to

29%

full

board participation in the course

of a year.
I have noticed that cneck #4347 of $35.00 issued on Febmary 4* to Kim Hockmeyer
remained outstanding through the June reports. Check #4362 for $230.87 was also

more persons receiving stipends would have these
would not occur. Perhaps the board or SAU 20 should consider

outstanding for three months. If
deposited directly,

mandating

tiiis

direct deposit as this is the

everyone has

a checking or savings

age of electronic banking and

account somewhere.

Respectfully,

JoaneBelleau
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I

would guess

Milan Village School
2009-2010

August

9

September
20

SCHOOL CALENDAR

BERLIN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BERLIN, NH
2009-2010

Fcbruarv'

AuKUSl

15

1

21)

21

28

2*)

September
20
6

7

8

2

3

4

5

9

10

11

12

L>

14

15

l(.

17

IS

I'i

20

21

22

23

24

25

20

T]

28

2>)

30

=Notes=
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